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Located in St. John’s NL, Ignite Circus was founded in 2018 on the
principles of compassion, creativity, community, and courage.
We operate with a participant-centered approach serving young people
in difficulty in partnership with community organizations. Certified circus
instructors, in collaboration with social workers, councilors, therapists,
and psychologists from our partner organizations, facilitate a safe space
for students to explore the parallels between learning the patience,
perseverance, and practice required for continuous growth, not just as
circus practitioners, but as members of a broader community as well.
In class, students learn acrobatics, tumbling, equilibristics ( balance skills),
clowning, and object manipulation skills such as juggling and hula
hooping.
Balance, strength, flexibility, and the ability to juggle are often paralleled
between the activities inside the classroom and the interactions students
have outside the classroom.
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At Ignite Circus we recognize that it's
ok to be afraid sometimes, because
fear can be good - it's what keeps you
safe. But when we acknowledge our
fears, while still recognizing what we
are truly capable of, we find the
courage to succeed both in circus,
and in life. There is a balance
between fear and bravery, but when
we can tip the scales to being more
brave, and less afraid, we learn that
taking calculated risks can be
rewarding!
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Balancing engages the entire body of the
performer through controlling, stabilizing, or
immobilizing either the human body or objects in
extraordinary positions (Barlati, 2020).
The trick to finding balance is knowing when to
make the micro-adjustments needed in order to
reset the balance, or equilibrium; With each push
too far in any given direction, an equilibrium
becomes harder and harder to maintain or
regain.
The life lesson learned quickly by students who
focus on balance, is that just as in circus, many
situations we encounter throughout life require
constant reassessment and re-adjustment too,
and moderation is critical to success.
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Juggling involves perseverance, concentration, focus, and
the ability to multi-task. Juggling is a really difficult skill
to learn! It's one that requires a lot of resilience, because
the process of learning to juggle involves losing control
and having to start over again, many times. Jugglers are
continuously picking up the pieces to start their journeys
over again and again, but one thing that can help along
this journey, is knowing that each time you start over,
you're not starting from scratch - you're now starting the
next step of the journey with all the skills you learned the
last time you tried, and all the skills you learned all times
you tried before then. Eventually, after trying and trying
and trying again, the goal will be achieved and scarves,
balls, or even machetes will be flying through the air.
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Circus can help us to see things from a
new perspective, whether it’s by exploring
different ways of being by performing in
masks, or by literally flipping upside down!
Circus can not only help its practitioners
gain communication skills and selfconfidence while encouraging reconnection
between body mind and spirit, but it also
has the potential to bring people together
to build a supportive community of
individuals motivated by their collective
creativity, courage, and passion.
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Partner with Ignite Circus...
• by creating space within your organization’s
ongoing art, recreational therapy, or physical
education programs to offer Social Circus
opportunities
• by helping participants from your ongoing
outreach
programs
navigate
access
to
transportation so that they may attend social
circus classes offered in partnership with
Ignite Circus
•
by
continuing
to
create
outreach
opportunities that enable young people in
difficulty to access much needed community
resources such as councilors, therapists, and
social workers

